We of Frum have long endured the trials and tribulations of the racist Ford Motor Co. and its staff of bigots along with the racist UAW. How long will racist Ford Motor Co. and racist U.A.W. be permitted to wage total war on the black workers and their families? Tokenism in its highest form exist at racist Ford Motor Co.; like they're hiring 6,000 hard core workers when in reality they themselves (because they are a part of the white power structure) have helped to create the so-called hard core. There has also been quite a number of black foremen in the D.E.P. in the last 6 mos. - another form of tokenism. The racist pigs of this establishment know and can see what's happening at Chrysler so they are moving in a counter revolutionary way. But we of Frum intend to expose them as counter revolutionists, intent on stopping Frum, and any other Black movement thrusting out for freedom whether in this country or another country; because racist Ford Motor Co. is all over the world. Brothers don't be fooled by the tokenism of Ford Motor Co. it is only being used to fool the Black Community. We are the Black Community, and instead of reading something that can help us liberate ourselves we read that bull-shitting Free Press or the funky Detroit News which prints a one sided view of the news. All of these factions are on racist Ford Motor Co.'s side, and we as black assembly workers must decipher the true from the false. We must set out to institute Brotherly love for our black brothers, and join together in our thrust for freedom, equality and justice. We owe Ford Motor Company n thing - it owes us.

JOIN FRUM
Racist Johnny Skinflint Williams is still up to his usual tricks of misusing Black Brothers in the piston hookup area. This racist honky knows all the tricks in the book, work standards are poor and the conditions are filthy. In order to work in the piston hookup area on line #2 you have to be, a piece of machinery so that you'll fit in place. The working conditions on line #2 are monstrous and horrible; it is amazing how the black brothers stand up under this type of pressure. But to break it down for those who shun Black Power that is precisely how you are making it, By Black Power. The filthy conditions on line #2 must be improved before someone is injured, or the racist Fomoco should provide the black workers with Extra Pay for hazardous duty so as to compensate for the filth they work in. There is no justifiable means for those types of circumstances.

We of FRUM state that under these present conditions there should be just and right laws in the racist U. A. W. constitution to correct the inhuman position that the racist at Fomoco take, Since there are none, we of FRUM will take the necessary steps and provide for our welfare and insure happiness and lasting security for our Black brothers. We will win on a better day with FRUM. LONG LIVE FRUM

JOIN FRUM

Racist honky foreman Art Gombarth has surged forward with his outstanding record of crimes committed against the black workers that are in his dept. In the past two weeks this racist pig has had one brother fired, another brother given three weeks off, and to top it off he gave a brother a week off for refusing to work a changed schedule which he's subject to change at any time according to racist Co. Policy. Pig Art has refused to acknowledge a written excuse on anything brought in by the black workers. This pig must be stopped. He goes around the line like a gestapo pig guard threatening and intimidating the black brothers. We of Frum can not put up with this type of bullshit no longer. Pig Art must be brought forward on the threshold of justice to pay for his actions against the black brothers. The racist Union has allowed this type of shit to go on repeatedly without change but we of Frum will not tolerate this. We will come to the aid of a fallen brother to assist and guide and advise him of his rights in the racist land of Fomoco. We of Frum say that there is no holds barred in our struggle for freedom, and to our black brothers who are in these racist depts. and work for pigs like Skinflint Williams, Art Moran, Art Gombarth, Little Chuck, and Doug. Frum's advice on your rights is they must be taken.
RACISM RUNNING AMUCK

Ole racist pig Sam Defalco is at it again harrassing and intimading the Black inspectors, with the supervisors permission, of course. Sammy, the racist pig does not intend to let the Black brothers on inspection have an inch. There are two relief hankies; Shoppard and Martin on line #1 for "ole" pig sammy while Black inspectors on line, #2 only has one relief man.

Now we of FRUM do not intend to discriminate against Shoppard and Martin but if line #1 can have two relief men then line #2 should qualify also. But as you have guessed line #2 is predominately Black therefore pig Sammy feels justified in roaping havoc on the Black inspectors on both lines while the hankies get the gravy.

We of FRUM question this pig's right to single out Black brothers to make examples out of. We of FRUM say this type of Bull shit must stop and will be stopped by any means necessary. It appears that the racist in quality control prefers to laugh with glee at the Black brothers despair in inspection. Well we of FRUM will deal with that gleefully too. Pig Defalco and his racist pig coworkers must be brought before the Black brothers on inspection so that they might be held accountable for their atrocious actions against Black people in general.

OTHER GROUPS

D.E.P. Solidarity Group, United Action Caucus for Local 600. We of FRUM says that your timing is right your stance is right; we believe that under these present conditions, whether you be a honky, a dago or a polish pig under the framyork of the racist UAW you would still have to work according to their by-laws, where we as black people have our own structure and laws relating to us because as white people you could not possibly know of our immediately wants and needs, unless you feel the same as we do. We as black people do not need white people to move in behalf of us, but they move because they are oppressed too, and we of FRUM do not see that type of action at present so we say to the other groups - keep up the nibbling and we'll do the chopping. White people have their freedom in industry to a degree, but we as blacks are like our brothers in South Africa so we of FRUM move on that point we WILL NOT ALLOW ANOTHER RACIST TO fill other racists' shoes, and that's all it is - one step out, and one step in. When anyone steps in it will be FRUM and none other. The D.E.P. Solidarity Group and the United Action Caucus of Local 600 are not for black people they do not address themselves to black people's needs, therefore we of FRUM will contest all other groups who work under the guise of freedom and justice to suit their own needs and purposes. ON WITH FRUM.

JOIN FRUM.
Ole black Jimmie Tucker, the super tom has been trying pretty, hard to intimidate the black workers on lines # 1-2. A "Stop Jimmie Drive" is being formed so that the black workers can have peace of mind on the line. Black Jimmie’s natural must come off - before he is mistaken for a brother. So we of FRUM have decided to cut super tom Tucker’s hair. Black tom Jimmie has been seen in the company of tom unit vice pres., Sam Dunlap - maybe that’s why the brothers receive no representation from the local Committee Room. It is a known fact that every last committee man, with the exception of one, lives in Labor Relations office, fraternizing with the racist hokies and toms. Fat Ed, head racist pig in Labor Relations smiles with glee everytime Black Jimmie walks by with the saying (there goes my black son) in his mind. To show you how Labor Relations and the union work together here is an excerpt taken right from the racist Union Book: "The Bulletin Board shall not be used by the union or its members for disseminating propaganda of any kind whatsoever; and among other things shall not be used by the union for posting or distributing pamphlets or political matter of any kind whatsoever for advertising.” We ask them why is there so many contradictions on behalf of both racist parties. The racist union flourishes with the aid of the racist Labor Relations staff, and it keeps going around with no end except to misuse black people in its cycicle. But we of FRUM say enough of that. Fullshit has gone down. We will now implement our own way of surviving and eliminating the black worker’s problem. When we ask for black qualified personnel, we mean black and not negroes like: JIMMIE TUCKER - Labor Relations OTIS HOLLY - Foreman ART CLEVELAND - Foreman CHURCH - Foreman & MCINTOSH - L.R.